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Abstract

Mobile-agent-based distributed systems are attracting widespread attention because of their adaptability and flexibility; mobile
agents traverse the system and carry out a task at each node. In mobile-agent-based systems, gossip is a fundamental task in
cooperation among mobile agents. It requires one to accomplish all-to-all information exchange over all agents so that each agent
can obtain the information each agent initially has. While rendezvous algorithms, which require that all agents rendezvous on
a node at the same time, can achieve this requirement, it takes excessive cost for our objective. In this paper, we introduce the
mobile agent gossip problem, in which each agent must obtain the information all other agents have. Each agent pi can obtain
the information of p j (6=pi ) by meeting p j itself or any agent that already has information of p j . Thus, the gossip is expected
to accomplish the all-to-all information exchange with a smaller number of agents’ moves than the rendezvous algorithms. In this
paper, we investigate the complexity of the mobile agent gossip problem in terms of the total number of moves performed by
agents. For several network topologies, we show the asymptotically tight upper and lower bounds for move complexity. This result
is obtained from the fact that the mobile agent gossip problem and the node leader election problem is reducible to each other.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

A mobile agent system is one of the promising frameworks to implement distributed applications. Mobile agents
are autonomous programs that can migrate from one node to another in a network, and traverse a distributed system
to carry out a task at each node. Since adaptability and flexibility of mobile agents simplify the design of distributed
systems, many mobile agent systems have been proposed and developed. In such systems, multiple mobile agents are
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Table 1
Our contribution

Graph System model Sense of direction
Total number of agents’ moves

Upper bound Lower bound
Ring Synchronous Without O(N ) Ω(N )

Tree Asynchronous Without O(N ) Ω(N )

Complete Asynchronous
Without O(N log k + N ) Ω(N log k + N )

With O(N ) Ω(N )

Arbitrary Asynchronous Without O(N log k + |E |) Ω(N log k + |E |)

N , |E | and k are the numbers of nodes, links and agents respectively.

usually used to improve system performance; for example, in a network management system, each agent traverses the
network to collect load information of nodes and links and informs each node about the information. In such a mobile-
agent-based system, gossip is one of the most fundamental tasks in cooperation among mobile agents. It requires one
to accomplish all-to-all information exchange over all mobile agents so that each agent can obtain the information all
other agents initially have. By the gossip, a negotiation with other agents and an information collection of a whole
network are easily realized in distributed systems.

A naive approach to implement the gossip is to use rendezvous algorithms [1–3,7,8], where all agents are required
to rendezvous on a node at the same time; by exchanging all agents’ information at the rendezvous point, the gossip
can be achieved. However, in some cases, the use of rendezvous algorithms takes excessive cost to implement the
gossip. For example, consider the gossip over k agents in a line network of N nodes. Then, to achieve the gossip, the
following scenario is possible; let p be the leftmost agent. The agent p moves to the right end of the line to collect
information of all agents, and then, returns to the left end delivering the information to all agents. As a result, each
agent can obtain the information of all the agents. While the rendezvous problem has a trivial Ω(k N ) lower bound on
the total number of agent moves, the above scenario takes only 2N moves. That is, in this case, rendezvous algorithms
are quite costly for the gossip.

1.2. Our contribution

Motivated by the above observation, we formulate the mobile agent gossip problem (MAGP), and investigate its
solutions. The goal of this problem is that each agent collects the information every other agent initially has with the
smallest number of moves. Different from the rendezvous, MAGP allows relay of information; an agent pi can obtain
the information of another agent p j directly from p j or one that already obtained the information of p j . Therefore,
we expect that MAGP can be solved with a smaller number of total moves than the rendezvous.

In this paper, we consider MAGP under the assumption that each agent has prior knowledge of neither the number
N of nodes nor the number k of agents. Because it can be easily shown from results in [2,6] that MAGP cannot be
solved if agents are anonymous, we assume that each agent has a unique identifier. Agents can communicate with
each other using whiteboard, which is a node’s local storage where agents on the node can write and read data. We
assume that the whiteboard can store the data for controlling agents’ traversal, but cannot store the information the
other agents have to collect for two reasons. The first is to avoid introducing huge space for whiteboards. Since we
make no assumption on the size of information each agent initially has, each node needs a large memory space to store
the information. The second is security reasons. It is insecure to write precious information on a whiteboard since any
agent that does not join the gossip can access it. In Section 5, we prove that the move complexity for MAGP cannot
be improved even if agents are allowed to write the information on whiteboards.

Table 1 summarizes the contribution of this paper for MAGP. The property of sense of direction implies that
every link is locally labeled in a globally consistent way. For synchronous rings, asynchronous trees, asynchronous
complete networks, and asynchronous arbitrary networks, we present MAGP algorithms which are asymptotically
optimal in terms of the total number of agents’ moves. Interestingly, the move complexities of these algorithms are
sublinear in k. Especially for synchronous rings, asynchronous trees, and asynchronous complete networks with sense
of direction, the move complexities of the proposed algorithms are independent of k. Since the trivial lower bound
for the rendezvous problem on trees and rings is Ω(k N ), our results imply that MAGP inherently has lower move
complexity than the rendezvous problem.

A part of these results derives from the relation between MAGP and node leader election (NLEP) in message
passing systems. More precisely, we show that some of the upper and lower bounds for MAGP are obtained from
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those for NLEP. Some of the upper bounds for MAGP are proved by the reduction of MAGP to NLEP; NLEP is the
leader election among nodes in message passing systems. Thus, we present an algorithm of simulating a message
passing system in a mobile agent system. The proposed algorithm requires only O(1) agents’ moves per message. In
contrast, the lower bounds for MAGP are obtained by the reduction of NLEP to MAGP.

1.3. Related works

Rendezvous is one of the approaches to implement the gossip, and has been studied by many researchers [1–3,
7,8]. Kranakis et al. have summarized the recent studies about the rendezvous problem in [1]. Most of these results
are classified into two communication models, whiteboard model and token model. In the whiteboard model, agents
on a node can leave some data on the whiteboard at the node [7], while agents can only put off and pick up some
anonymous tokens on nodes in the token model [2,8]. In this paper, we assume that agents can communicate with
each other using whiteboards; the whiteboard can store information for controlling agents’ traversal, but cannot store
the information the other agents have to collect. Barriere et al. have shown in [7] that the computabilities of the
rendezvous problem and the agent election problem (i.e., a single agent is elected among agents) are equivalent. It is
obvious that MAGP can be solved by any rendezvous algorithm and that the agent election problem can be solved by
any MAGP algorithm. Thus, the computabilities of MAGP, the rendezvous problem and the agent election problem
are also equivalent. The agent election problem has also been studied in [4–6] (the whiteboard model is assumed in
[5,6]). In [2,6], it is indicated that the rendezvous and the election problem cannot be solved if agents are anonymous
and know neither the network size N nor the number k of agents. Therefore, most of these studies assume that each
agent knows the network size N . However, it is unrealistic to assume that each agent initially knows the global
information N or k in distributed systems. Thus, in this paper, we assume that each agent has a unique identifier.
While most of the studies about rendezvous focus on time and memory complexities, we focus on move complexity
since migration of agents is said to be costly in mobile agent systems. Several studies also focus on move complexity
[3,6].

The node gossip problem has been extensively investigated [13,14]; each node in a network obtains the information
each node initially has by message exchanges. However, MAGP has not been considered before. The difference
between gossips among nodes and agents is that agents must traverse in a network itself and meet other agents to
collect the information.

1.4. Organization

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the mobile agent system and MAGP. In Section 3, we
investigate the relation between MAGP and NLEP in message passing systems; we show the reducibilities between
MAGP and NLEP. To prove these reductions, we present an algorithm that simulates a message passing algorithm in a
mobile agent system. Section 4 presents the upper and lower bounds on the total number of agents’ moves for MAGP
in several network classes; we consider synchronous networks only in Section 4.5, and in other sections, we consider
asynchronous networks. In these sections, we assume that whiteboards cannot store the information the other agents
have to collect. In Section 5, we prove that the move complexity for MAGP cannot be improved even if agents are
allowed to write the information on whiteboards. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Mobile agent systems

A network is modeled as an undirected labeled graph G = (V, E, λ), where V and E are respectively the node
set and the link set in G. A link in E connects two distinct nodes in V . The link between nodes u and v is denoted
by euv or evu . On each node, each incident link is locally labeled. Let λu(e) be the label of link e on a node u
(λu(e) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , degu}, where degu is the number of u’s incident links). An agent is an autonomous state machine
that can migrate from one node to another in the network. Agents on a node u ∈ V can migrate to a node v ∈ V
only when link euv is contained in E . The numbers of agents and nodes are respectively denoted by k and N (i.e.,
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N = |V |). We assume that each agent has a distinct identifier.1 Let idi be the identifier of agent pi (we use idi and
pi interchangeably in this paper). Each agent does not initially know identifiers of other agents. We also assume that
each agent has prior knowledge of neither the number N of nodes nor the number k of agents. Each agent is initially
located on any node in G, and more than one agent is not located on the same node. A node on which an agent is
initially located is called the home node of the agent.

Each node v is provided with a whiteboard, i.e., local storage where agents on v can write and read data. When
multiple agents on a node execute their operations, the operations are sequentially executed in an arbitrary order.

An agent pi on each node v performs a sequence of the following operations;

• read(v) : agent pi reads data written on node v’s whiteboard, and executes local computation.
• write(v, d) : agent pi writes data d on node v’s whiteboard.
• move(v, λv(e)) : agent pi moves to one of v’s neighbor nodes through the link labeled λv(e). If λv(e) is zero, pi

stays on v.

We assume that these three operations are executed atomically. Agents are said to be asynchronous if migration time
and local processing time of agents are unpredictable but finite. In contrast, agents are synchronous if their execution
is partitioned into rounds; in each round, every agent arrives at a node, accesses the whiteboard and executes local
computation on the node, and stays on the node or starts migration to one of the neighboring nodes. The agents arrive
at the destination nodes by the end of the current round.

A state of an agent is represented by a set of variables the agent has and a set of information the agent has collected.
A state of a node is represented by the state of its whiteboard. A system configuration C is represented by the states
of all nodes, the states of all agents, and the locations of all agents. A system configuration is changed by events of
agents (e.g., read and write on a whiteboard, and migration). Let C0 be an initial configuration of a system and Evi be
a set of events that occur simultaneously at the configuration Ci . An execution of a distributed system is an alternate
sequence of configurations and sets of events E X = C0, Ev0, C1, Ev1, C2, . . . , such that occurrence of events Evi−1
changes the configuration from Ci−1 to Ci . We say that an agent p j terminates in a configuration Ci iff p j never
executes any operation after Ci .

2.2. Mobile agent gossip problem

In this paper, we define the mobile agent gossip problem (MAGP). In an initial configuration, each agent p j has
only its own information I j . The goal of this problem is that every agent collects information of all agents. Hereinafter
information means information each agent has to collect. MAGP is defined as follows.

Let S j (Ci ) be a set of the information an agent p j has in configuration Ci . In initial configuration C0, each agent
p j has only its own information I j ;

S j (C0) = {I j }. (1)

MAGP is solved in configuration Ci iff all k agents terminate and the following condition is satisfied;

∀ j (0 ≤ j < k) S j (Ci ) =

⋃
0≤l<k

{Il} (2)

Agents can write only the control data on a whiteboard, e.g., some number of identifiers and counter values. We
disallow each agent p j to leave any information I j on a whiteboard. Instead, we allow agents on the same node to
exchange the set of information with each other. When a set P of agents is located on the same node in configuration
Ci , then the following configuration Ci+1 satisfies;

∀ p j ∈ P S j (Ci+1) =

⋃
pl∈P

Sl(Ci ). (3)

We define a move as a migration of an agent from one node to its neighbor node. The complexity of MAGP is
measured by the total number of moves until all agents terminate in the worst case.

1 In this paper, node IDs are not required if agents have unique IDs. Notice that it is not essential whether nodes have unique IDs or not because
node naming is possible by the agents’ traverse; each node can be labeled with the agent ID and a sequence number in the traverse.
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3. Relation between MAGP and NLEP

By the fact that MAGP and NLEP can be reduced to each other, we obtain the upper and lower bounds on the
number of moves for MAGP. Notice that NLEP is the leader election among “nodes” in message passing systems,
instead of agents. We first define the message passing system and NLEP.
message passing systems

The definition of the message passing system in this paper follows [15].
A network G = (V, E, λ) is modeled similarly to mobile agent systems. In a message passing system, each node

is a computational entity and communicates to other nodes by exchanging messages. We assume that each node has a
distinct identifier. A node v performs a sequence of the following operations;

• receive(m, λv(e)): node v receives a message m from its neighbor through a link labeled λv(e), and performs local
computation.

• send(m, λv(e)): node v sends a message m to its neighbor through a link labeled λv(e).

A state of a node is represented by a set of variables of the node. In this paper, we assume that a node changes its
state only when receiving a message; each node executes local computation and sends some messages only when it
receives a message from its neighbor. A state transition of node v is denoted by

(sv, (m, λv(e))) ` (s′
v, M ′),

where M ′ is a set of messages (M ′
= {(m′

1, λv(e1)), (m′

2, λv(e2)), . . .}, 0 ≤ |M ′
|). The above transition indicates the

node v with state sv that has received a message m through the link labeled λv(e) changes its state to s′
v and sends zero

or more messages m′

1, m′

2, . . . through some incident links. Exceptionally, initiator nodes would start an execution of
local computation spontaneously. That is, an initial state transition of an initiator node happens without reception of a
message. We assume that each state transition is atomic.

A system is said to be asynchronous if communication delay and local computation time are unpredictable but
finite. In contrast, a system is synchronous if execution of all nodes is partitioned into rounds; in each round, every
node receives all messages sent in the previous round, executes local computation, and sends messages to its neighbors.

An algorithm in the message passing system assumes reliable communication. Reliable communication satisfies
the following properties.

(Liveness) Every message sent by a node v to a neighbor node u is eventually received by u.
(Integrity) Every received message was previously sent by a node.
(No Duplicates) No message is received more than once at any node.

NLEP is a problem that each node eventually decides a single common leader node. This paper considers NLEP
under the assumption that exactly k nodes (which are chosen arbitrary) are initiator nodes. More precisely, NLEP is
specified as follows;

Definition 1 (Node Leader Election Problem (NLEP)). Let v0, . . . , vk−1(1 ≤ k < N ) be initiator nodes in network
G. An algorithm is said to solve the leader election problem iff it satisfies the following conditions;

• Exactly one of the nodes is elected as the leader and all the nodes in G know the identifier of the leader node.
• Once a node decides to be the leader, the node never changes its decision.

In the message passing system, the behavior of agents can be simulated easily in the same number of messages as
the agents’ moves. Thus the following theorem is obtained both in asynchronous and synchronous systems.

Theorem 1. Suppose that there exists an MAGP algorithm for k agents whose move complexity is mg , and that the
total number of moves required for an agent to travel the whole network is at most mt . Then, NLEP with k initiator
nodes is solved with at most mg + mt messages in the message passing system.

Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that NLEP is solved by using any MAGP algorithm in the mobile agent
systems. Each initiator node vi creates an agent pi that has vi ’s identifier as its initial information Ii . By applying an
algorithm for MAGP, the k agents created by k initiator nodes collect all identifiers of the initiator nodes. Each agent
elects exactly one common leader agent from the k agents based on the initiator nodes’ identifiers. The leader agent,
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say p j , travels the whole network so that the node v j becomes the leader and the other nodes know the identifier of
v j . �

Now, we prove that MAGP can be reduced to NLEP.

Theorem 2. Suppose that there exists an NLEP algorithm for k initiator nodes in an asynchronous message passing
system whose move complexity is m pl , and that the total number of moves required for an agent to travel the whole
network is at most mt . Then, MAGP with k agents is solved with at most 2(m pl + mt ) moves in the asynchronous
mobile agent system.

The proof of Theorem 2 is described below. To prove Theorem 2, we show that MAGP is solved by using an NLEP
algorithm. Therefore, we need to simulate a message passing algorithm in the mobile agent system. Several algorithms
that simulate a message passing algorithm in agent systems have been proposed [15,16]. However, these algorithms
cannot help the proof of Theorem 2 because they require O(N ) agents’ moves per message. It assumes in [16] that
the number of exchanged messages in any execution of a message passing algorithm is infinite, and in [15] that an
agent may crash. Hence, in what follows, we present an efficient simulation algorithm of message passing algorithms
that only requires O(1) agents’ moves per message. We assume that message passing algorithms terminate within a
finite time in asynchronous systems, i.e., the number of exchanged messages in any execution of a message passing
algorithm is finite. We also assume that one initiator node corresponds to the home node of an agent.

3.1. Simulation of a message passing algorithm

Fig. 1 shows the algorithm MSA that simulates any message passing algorithm in the mobile agent system. To
simplify the description of the agent’s behavior, we use nodes’ identifiers instead of links’ labels to represent sources
or destinations of messages and agent movements. Notice this description is introduced just for simplicity. Actually,
the proposed algorithm can be implemented on the system where only local labels of links are equipped. To simulate a
message passing algorithm in the mobile agent system, agents need to transfer messages between two nodes. The idea
of simulation is simple; each node v maintains the messages generated by local computation and their destinations
in a send queue S-queuev on the whiteboard. Each agent dequeues a message from a send queue on a visited node,
moves between nodes with the message, executes local computation, and adds generated messages to a send queue on
the visited node. In what follows, we explain the details of the agent’s behavior in the algorithm MSA. On an initiator
node u, the corresponding agent pi initiates a message passing algorithm and executes initial local computation of u.
If no message is contained in S-queueu then the agent pi terminates the algorithm. Otherwise, pi dequeues a message
m from S-queueu and moves to m’s destination with m (we call the migration with a message delivering move). After
that, the agent pi repeats the following actions on a visited node v; pi pushes the previous node u on its stack visiti
in memory space of pi to return to u later, and executes local computation based on the delivered message m. If there
is an entity in S-queuev , the agent pi performs the delivering move from v to the destination of m′, where (m′, w) is
the first message in S-queuev . If S-queuev is empty, pi returns to the node u that is the top entity of visiti (we call the
migration without a message backtracking move). In this case, the agent pi that arrived at u does not execute local
computation since pi delivers no message. The agent pi checks S-queueu and repeats the above actions. When the
agent pi returns to its home node u, pi terminates the algorithm if visiti= φ and S-queueu = φ hold.
Correctness of the simulation algorithm

Now, we prove the correctness of the algorithm MSA. Since agents simulate only transfers of messages in the
algorithm MSA, the correctness of MSA is proved by showing that any execution of MSA satisfies the properties of
reliable communication.

Theorem 3. Let A be a message passing algorithm that has a finite number of exchanged messages in any execution
in an asynchronous system. Any possible execution of the algorithm MSA simulates some execution of A.

Proof. It is trivial that any execution of MSA satisfies the properties of integrity and no duplicates since a message in
S-queue is delivered by an agent exactly once.

Now, to prove that an execution of MSA satisfies the property of liveness, we show that a S-queue at every node
eventually becomes empty. Suppose for contradiction that a message m in S-queuev is never delivered by agents. Let
pi be the agent that enqueues m. Since S-queuev 6= φ holds, the agent pi executes a delivering move from the node v
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Data written on whiteboard at each node v

A : a message passing algorithm
sv : a state of the node v in A
S-queuev : a queue of messages to be sent (initially S-queuev = φ)

/∗ a pair (m, w) in S-queuev denotes that message m should be sent to neighbor w ∗/
Variables of an agent pi

visiti : a stack containing nodes pi had passed (initially visiti= φ)
msgi : a memory space to hold contents of a message

• when an agent pi is initially located on an initiator node v

initiate the algorithm A
Process (φ)

• on an agent pi ’s arrival at a node v from a node u
if (msgi 6= φ) then /∗ pi arrives at v by a delivering move ∗/

push u on visiti
Process((msgi, u))

else Send /∗ pi arrives at v by a backtracking move ∗/

Procedure Process ((m, u))
execute local computation (sv , (m, u)) ` (s′

v , M ′)

write sv = s′
v and add ∀(m′, u′) ∈ M ′ to S-queuev

Send

Procedure Send
if (S-queuev 6= φ) then

delete the first entity (m, u) from S-queuev

msgi = m
move to u /∗ pi executes a delivering move ∗/

else Return

Procedure Return
if visiti= φ then terminate
else

pop u from visiti
msgi = φ

move to u /∗ pi executes a backtracking move ∗/

Fig. 1. Algorithm MSA.

and pushes v on its stack visiti. If the agent pi eventually returns the node v in its stack visiti, pi continues delivering
moves from v until S-queuev becomes empty. As a result, the message m is eventually delivered by an agent. Thus, we
consider that the agent pi does not return to the node v in its stack visiti. In this case, the agent pi executes delivering
moves infinitely many times on nodes other than v since pi eventually returns to the node v by backtracking moves
if the number of delivering moves is finite. An agent executes a delivering move at a node u only when S-queueu is
not empty, and one message is dequeued from S-queueu by a delivering move. Thus, an infinite number of messages
is added to queues S-queue since the agent pi executes delivering moves infinitely many times. This implies that an
execution of the original algorithm A includes an infinite number of send events. It contradicts that the number of
exchanged messages in any execution of A is finite. Therefore, the agent pi eventually returns to the node v and the
message m is eventually delivered. �

Furthermore, we prove the termination of the algorithm MSA; each agent terminates the algorithm only when the
agent makes sure that S-queue at its home node is empty. From the proof of Theorem 3, it can be shown that each
agent eventually returns to its home node and S-queue of the home node eventually becomes empty.

Lemma 1. All agents terminate the algorithm MSA within a finite time in any possible execution.

Now, we measure the cost of the simulation.

Theorem 4. Suppose the total number of exchanged messages in any execution of a message passing algorithm A is
at most MA. Then, MSA simulates the algorithm A with at most 2 · MA moves in the mobile agent system.

Proof. The total number of delivering moves is at most MA since an agent delivers a message when executing a
delivering move. The total number of backtracking moves is equal to the number of push operations performed by
agents since an agent executes a backtracking move by popping a node from its stack. Each agent pushes a node on
its stack only when the agent executes a delivering move. Thus the total number of backtracking moves is also at most
MA. �
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From Theorem 4, we can prove Theorem 2.

Proof. From Theorem 4, exactly one agent writes “leader” state on a whiteboard at a node by simulating an NLEP
algorithm within 2 · m pl moves. The agent is elected as the leader and the other agents stop their migration when
they terminate the simulated NLEP algorithm. Gossip is accomplished by the leader agent’s traverse of the network;
the leader agent travels the whole network to collect the information each agent has, and travels again to deliver the
information to all agents. Consequently, MAGP can be solved with at most 2(m pl + mt ) agents’ moves. �

4. Algorithms for MAGP

In this section, we present the upper and lower bounds on the total number of moves for MAGP in several network
classes. In asynchronous networks, the upper and lower bounds for MAGP are obtained from Theorems 1 and 2 and
the upper and lower bounds for NLEP. In synchronous networks, we present a mobile agent algorithm for MAGP.

The following lemma about the lower bound on agents’ moves for MAGP clearly holds for arbitrary networks.

Lemma 2 (Lower Bound in Arbitrary Networks). Any algorithm for MAGP requires Ω(N ) moves of agents in any
network of size N.

4.1. Asynchronous non-rooted tree networks

In [17], an NLEP algorithm in asynchronous non-rooted trees is proposed, and it is proved that its message
complexity is 3N + k − 4, where N and k are the number of nodes and initiator nodes respectively. Since one
agent can travel any non-rooted tree with O(N ) moves using the depth first search traversal, we obtain the following
corollary from Theorem 2.

Corollary 1 (Upper Bound in Tree Networks). MAGP is solved with O(N ) moves of agents in any asynchronous
non-rooted tree networks of size N.

Lemma 2 directly implies the lower bound.

Corollary 2 (Lower Bound in Tree Networks). Any algorithm for MAGP requires Ω(N ) moves of agents in any
asynchronous non-rooted tree network of size N.

4.2. Asynchronous complete networks without sense of direction

An NLEP algorithm in asynchronous complete networks without sense of direction is proposed in [10]. It is proved
in [10] that the message complexity of the algorithm is Ω(N log N ). This is the message complexity for an arbitrary
number of initiator nodes in the worst case. It can easily be shown that the message complexity O(N log k + N ) for
k initiator nodes is proved by a proof similar to the one in [10]. An agent can travel the whole network with O(N )

moves. Thus, the following corollary is proved from Theorem 2.

Corollary 3 (Upper Bound in Complete Networks Without Sense of Direction). MAGP is solved with O(N log k +

N ) moves of agents in any asynchronous complete network without sense of direction of size N, where k is the number
of agents.

It is proved in [10] that the message complexity of any NLEP algorithm in complete networks without sense of
direction is Ω(N log N ). The same as the upper bound, we can prove Ω(N log k + N ) lower bound on messages for
NLEP in the case of k initiator nodes. From Theorem 1 and the above fact, we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 3 (Lower Bound in Complete Networks Without Sense of Direction). Any algorithm for MAGP requires
Ω(N log k + N ) moves of agents in any asynchronous complete network without sense of direction of size N, where k
is the number of agents.

4.3. Asynchronous complete networks with sense of direction

In this subsection, we show the upper and lower bounds on the total number of moves for MAGP in asynchronous
complete networks with sense of direction. The sense of direction is given at each node as follows; nodes are denoted
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Fig. 2. A complete network with sense of direction of six nodes.

by v0, v1, . . . , vN−1, numbered clockwise in a ring, and for every i, j (0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1, i 6= j), the link evi v j is
labeled by ( j − i) mod N at vi . Fig. 2 shows a complete network with the sense of direction of six nodes.

In [11], an NLEP algorithm in asynchronous complete networks with sense of direction is proposed, and its
message complexity is proved to be O(N ). Since an agent can travel the whole network with O(N ) moves, we
obtain the following corollary from Theorem 2.

Corollary 4 (Upper Bound in Complete Networks with Sense of Direction). MAGP is solved with O(N ) moves of
agents in any asynchronous complete network with sense of direction of size N.

Lemma 2 directly implies the lower bound.

Corollary 5 (Lower Bound in Complete Networks with Sense of Direction). Any algorithm for MAGP requires
Ω(N ) moves of agents in any asynchronous complete network with sense of direction of size N.

4.4. Asynchronous arbitrary networks

In this subsection, we show the upper and lower bounds on the total number of moves for MAGP in asynchronous
arbitrary networks, where no sense of direction is assumed.

NLEP in a network G can be solved by Gallager’s algorithm for constructing a minimum spanning tree (MST) in
G [12]. In Gallager’s algorithm, the MST is constructed by merging subtrees based on weights of links.2 In an initial
configuration, each subtree is constructed by a node, and one node that can include all nodes in its subtree becomes
the leader. It is proved in [12] that the message complexity of the algorithm is O(N log N + |E |), where E is the set
of links.

Now, we consider to construct MST with k initiator nodes. To reduce the message complexity for k initiator nodes,
each initiator node constructs its first subtree that has no common node with other subtrees and the node that is not
an initiator is included in exactly one subtree of an initiator node; an initiator node v sends messages including its
identifier id(v) to all its neighbors. The node that received the message including id(v) belongs to v’s subtree and
sends the received message to all of its neighbors if the node has not received any message, otherwise, the node
ignores the message. The construction of first subtrees required O(|E |) messages. By addition of the above actions to
Gallager’s algorithm, the message complexity for constructing a MST is proved to be O(N log k + |E |) in a network
with k initiator nodes.

An agent can travel the whole network with O(N ) moves by traversing the constructed MST. Thus, from
Theorem 2, the following corollary is proved.

Corollary 6 (Upper Bound in Arbitrary Networks). MAGP is solved with O(N log k + |E |) moves of agents in any
asynchronous network of size N, where k and |E | are the numbers of agents and links respectively.

It is proved in [12] that the lower bound on messages for NLEP is Ω(N log k+|E |). We can get the following lower
bound on the total number of moves for MAGP from the trivial lower bound Ω(|E |), Theorem 1, and the traverse cost
O(|E |).

2 The label (min{id(u), id(v)}, max{id(u), id(v)}) is assigned to each link euv as its weight, where id(u) is the identifier of node u. Two weight
labels (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) are compared with lexicographic order, that is, (u1, v1) < (u2, v2) ↔ u1 < u2 ∨ (u1 = u2 ∧ v1 < v2).
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Lemma 4 (Lower Bound in Arbitrary Networks). Any algorithm for MAGP requires Ω(N log k + |E |) moves of
agents in any asynchronous network of size N, where k and |E | are the number of agents and links respectively.

4.5. Synchronous ring networks

In this subsection, we present an MAGP algorithm for synchronous rings. In synchronous rings, we cannot apply
Theorem 2 since Theorem 2 holds only for asynchronous networks.

In the proposed algorithm, a leader agent is elected from k agents, and the leader agent travels the whole network to
collect and deliver information each agent has. The leader agent is elected by similar actions with the NLEP algorithm
proposed in [9]. Each agent waits on a node for a time depending on its identifier to reduce the number of moves;
each agent pi waits for 2idi − 1 rounds every time pi arrives at each node. That is, the agent pi migrates to one of
neighbors at most once every 2idi rounds.

The outline of the leader election among agents is as follows; each agent first writes its identifier on the whiteboard
at its home node, and migrates in a direction along the ring. When the agent finds an identifier of other agents, the
agent decides, according to the identifier, whether it should continue its migration or not; if the agent has the larger
identifier than the written identifier, the agent stops its migration and waits on the node. The only one agent can return
to its home node and then it becomes the leader.

The leader agent travels the whole network by migrating in a direction with O(N ) moves.
It is proved in [9] that the message complexity of the NLEP algorithm is O(N ). In the same way as [9], we can

prove the move complexity of our algorithm.

Theorem 5 (Upper Bound in Synchronous Ring Networks). MAGP is solved with O(N ) moves of agents in any
synchronous ring network of size N.

Lemma 2 directly implies the lower bound.

Corollary 7 (Lower Bound in Synchronous Ring Networks). Any algorithm for MAGP requires Ω(N ) moves of
agents in any synchronous ring network of size N.

5. Restriction on usage of whiteboards

We have discussed MAGP under the assumption that each agent cannot leave information on a whiteboard. In this
section, we prove that the move complexity for MAGP cannot be improved even if agents are allowed to write the
information on whiteboards.

Theorem 6. Suppose that there exists an MAGP algorithm whose move complexity is mgw under the assumption that
each agent can leave any information on whiteboards, and that the total number of moves required for an agent to
travel the whole network is at most mt . Then, MAGP under the assumption that each agent cannot leave information
on a whiteboard is solved with at most mgw + 2 · mt moves.

Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that MAGP is solved with leaving no information by using the MAGP
algorithm MAGwb in which each agent may leave an information I j on a whiteboard. Notice that each agent can write
some data on a whiteboard except the information. In an execution of MAGwb, whenever each agent pi leaves an
information I j on a whiteboard, pi writes the identifiers id j on the whiteboard, instead of I j . Similarly, whenever
each agent pi exchanges an information I j with the other agents, pi exchanges the identifiers id j , instead of I j . As
a result, each agent can collect all identifiers of the k agents since the algorithm MAGwb guarantees that each agent
collects all information each agent initially has. Thus, each agent can elect exactly one common leader agent from the
k agents based on their identifiers. Gossip without leaving information is accomplished by the leader agent’s traverse
of the network; the leader agent travels the whole network to collect all information each agent has, and travels again
to deliver information to all agents. �

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered the mobile agent gossip problem (MAGP). The gossip is a fundamental task in
cooperation among mobile agents. The goal of MAGP is that all agents obtain the information each agent initially has
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with the smallest number of moves. We have shown that MAGP inherently has lower complexity for the total number
of moves than the rendezvous problem.

We have investigated the relation between MAGP and the node leader election problem (NLEP); MAGP and
NLEP can be reduced to each other. We have shown that the upper and lower bounds on the total number of moves
for MAGP have been obtained from those for NLEP, and presented MAGP algorithms which are asymptotically
optimal in terms of the total number of moves for several network classes. In all network topologies, the move
complexities are sublinear in k, where k is the number of agents. Especially for synchronous rings, asynchronous
trees, and asynchronous complete networks with sense of direction, their move complexities are independent of k.
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